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I Think I'm In Love...
...with these lunch boxes from
Lunchsense. A reader pointed them
out to me just last week -- I had
never heard of them before.
I love the different sizes to choose
from (small, medium, and large),
and the various containers. Not to
put down Laptop Lunch Systems, but
some of us with Laptops have mused
amongst ourselves that it really
would be nice to have lids sometimes. These lids look great: clear snap-top
lids on all the food containers, and an easy screw-on lid for the 1 oz.
dressing container and the liquid bottle.
And look how it all opens out into a
placemat! Pretty nifty.
What do you think? What other great
lunch boxes are there out there?
Have you all been shopping for lunch
bags/containers in preparation for
back-to-school?
Posted by Jennifershmoo at 8:37 PM

Labels: lunch boxes

33 comments:
Kristen said...
I've been amusing the idea of getting one of these:
http://lunchopolis.com/
They're compact like the laptop lunch, all the containers have
lids and it comes with a drink bottle.
9:37 PM
JAM said...
Do you know what kind of plastics are in the Lunchsense? I
read a post about Lunchopolis and thought it was great
looking (although very expensive at Whole Foods anyway!)
but someone in the comments emailed the company and the
plastics are the bad ones I think. Those lids (on the
Lunchsense) look like they won't leak - that is my problem
with some containers I got for my kids' lunch boxes.
5:07 AM
JennP said...

Vegan
Lunch Box
ABOUT ME
Jennifer McCann

Hi! I'm a cookbook author, and
blogger who loves finding new
ways to eat my vegetables! I
want to inspire others to eat
more healthy, plant-based
meals and move more. Right
now I'm loving gardening!
View my complete profile
TWITTER
@EarthFare Fine, thanks! Got
lots of weeding and yardwork
done - accidentally
uncovered weird hibernating
lizard! Cleaned the house,
too. about 9 hours ago
New puppy! New puppy! New
puppy! about 10 hours ago
follow me on Twitter
BUY MY BOOKS!

Vegan Lunch Box Around
the World
Jennifer McCann
Best Price $9.75
or Buy New $12.89
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